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~TANCE

OF CHAFF COLOR, HEAD SHAPE, AND GRAIN TEXTURE IN WHEAl'

The data presented in this thesis are the results obtained from a study of
the F2 and F generations from a cross between the wheat varieties, Dicklow and
3
Hard Federation.

Toward the end of the summer of 1922 this problem was assigned

to me by Professor George stewart,

The plants then growing in the field were in

the F2 generation, the. cross having been made in 1920 by Professor Stewe,rt.

The

chief purpose of the cross was to improve the grain quality of spring-irrigated
wheat by the application of Mendelian principles in such a way as to combine the
high-yielding po,ver of Dicklow with the good grain quality of Hard Federation.
Before the data obtained in the cross are presented the his1Dry, description, and
distribution of each parent will be given .

This is followed by a brief teview

of the literature concerning inheritance of three characters in the wheat plant,
viz., (l) chaff color, {2) head shape , and {3) grain texture.
~

History,-

Dicklow wheat is a well-known variety in Utah, Ideho, and parts

of Montana and Wyoming.

The history of t his variety is not definitely known.

Aicher{l) states l;hat "all information thus far obtained indicates that it is a
selection from the old california Gem or California Club.

Mr. J ames Holly of

Uteh County, Utah, obtained some California Club wheat from northern California
and s e eded it on his farm.

Excellent results were obtained, and he called the at-

tention of his neighbor, Mr. Richard Low, to his new wheat.
and grew it,

Mr. Low obtained some

He noticed that the wheat contained different types and selected

heads of the type he liked best.

He grew t his selection for several years and the

neighbors began clamoring for "Dick" Low's wheat.

As the wheat became spread over
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This high yield has be en maint a ined at the Utah Station, it being one of the highes t yi elding s pring wheat varieties.

The chief dra wback to t his variety is the

s oft, op aque kernel which gives it rath e r poor bread-making qualities .
HARD FEDERATION
Hi s tory,- Hard Federation i s not so well-known in Utah as Dicklow,

It or-

iginat e d in Australia as a sGlection from the Federation variety, which resulted
f rom a c r o s s between Purple-s t raw and Yandilla.

Az Hard Federation re s embles

Fede r a ti on , it mig h t have been overlooked segregate.

The following history is

r e corded in t he AGRICUIXURAL GAZETTE of New South Wale s (Vol.25,1914):
"In cons equence of the variations of the ordinary type exhibited by the
s t r a in o f Fed e ration wheat now being grown at Cowra Experimem Farm, it has
be on deemed advis able to a pply a dist i nct name to it, and 'Hard Federation• has
b een s e l ected as the most appropriate. The departure from type was first noted
by J,T, Pridham, plant breeder, in 1907 or 1908 , one of t h e plant s selected from
t h e stud plant s b ein g observed to t hrash gra in of remarkably hard and flinty
a ppearance. The plant has the distinctive brown head and general appearance of
Federa t i on in the field, but the grain was of a class that had never been seen
in t he . variety before. The seed was propagated, and in 1901 the occurrence of
whit e h ead s was n oticed, and fr om t h en until 1912 distinctly white heads were
c ommon among t he brown, but in 1913 there weee no white-eared plant s , and it is
h op ed that the s e ed will now be true to type,"
This variety was first introduced into the 'united States on August 26,
1915(98).

Mr. George Valder, undersecretary and director of the Department of

Agri cul tu re, Sidney, New South Wales,

Austr ~ lia,presented

the seed of a number of

t he Au stralian .,heat varieties, one of which was the se ed of Hard Federation(S.P.I.
No. 41079 and c.I. No. 4733)•

De scription .-

Hard Federation has the spring habit of growth , mat uring

rat h er early, with strong, sho rt white stems .
d ense, and erect.

The spikes are awnless, oblong, rather

The glubes are glabro us, bronze, short, and wide .

The beB.k, which

i s t h e short projection which termin ates the keel of the glume, is about 0.5 mm. in
l engt h .

Awns at t he apex are wanting; kernel white , short, hard, and ovate.
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Distribution.-

According to Cl a rk et al, (19) Hard Federation was first

grown at the Sherman County Branch Station, Mora, Oregon, in 1916, and whe n
gr own in 5- foo t r ow s gave unusual promise.
so'ln in 1917 and sown to plats in 1918,

As a result, increased rows were

A small quantity of seed of this va-

ri e ty was sent to Chico, California, for sowing in the fall o f 1917,

From

two years ' results(l917 and 1918) the following conclusions are reached by t he
inve s ti gators(l9):

Hard Fe deration(C ,I. No. 4733) was the highest yielding va-

ri ety o f spring wheat grown at the Sherman County Branch Station in l9l8,

It

outyi el ded Federation by only 0.3 bushel, but i t outyielded both t he Mar quis and
Early Baart vari eties by more than 6 bushels and Pacific Bluestem by mo re than
7 b ushe l s , per acre.

In 1919 Hard Federation again outyielded all o t her spring

varie ties except F ederation, and it yielded the same, 28,7 bushels.

Thi s yield

was more than 4 bushels great er than those obtained fr om Early Baart and Pacific
Bluestem and nearly 6 bushe ls greater than the yield of Marquis .
years,l918 and 1919,Hard Federation had an average yield of

25

For the two

bushels per ac r e,

or 5 . 4 bushels more tha n Early Baart, 6 . 1 bushels more than Marquis, and 6 . 6 bu shels more than Pacific Bluestem.
At Chico, California, Hard Federation has not yielded so well.

Tho out-

yielding the common comme rcial varieties of that area, it yielded l ess than White
Fed e ration, another of the Aus tralian wheats ,
Baking tests of flour made from Hard Fe deration grown at Mora, Oregon , in
1918 and 1919 show it to be s uperior to any of the white wheats now grown, also
better than Kharko f, a winter wheat, and comparing favor a bly with Mar qui s .

When

gro1•m on California soil , Hard Federation is also a better milling and bread- making
wheat than Marquis and Kharkof and holds the same position with t he white- kerneled
wheats in California as at Mora, Ore go n.

At the Nephi Dry-farm Subl$tation(Utah)

Hard Federation has not maintained the hi gh yield it did at Oregon and Calif ornia.
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In f avorable years the yield has been just slightly under tht o f the better
spring wheat varieties , while in unfavorable years the yield is considerably
lov1er ,

Under irrigation at Logan, Hard Federation has given fair yields ,

However, the good milling and bread-maklng quality possessed by this variety
makes it a valuable parent to be crossed on high-yiel ding variet ies in improving the quality of spring-irrigated wheats ,
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Inheritance of Chaff Colo r .-

The inheritance of chaff color in wheat has

been re po rted by many investigators ,
to r eport inheritance of this nature,
tie s , brown pro ved dominant.

Spillman ( 8l) was one of the first workers
I n crossing brown-

and white-chaffed varie-

The F2 segre t ated into 3 broWll to 1 white,

I n o t her

crosses involving red-, grey-, and white-chaffed parents , t he red and the grey
was each domin ant over white,

However , individual plants in the F 2 generation

exhibited extremes in color, being both darker and lighter than either parent ,
Bi f f en(lO ) in England found red dominant over white in the ratio of 3 red t o 1
wh ite ,

Similar results were obtained by Hayes ( 39a ) of Mi nnesota and Henkemeyer ( 45)

of Germany ,

When brovm- and white- chaffed wheats were cr ossed , brown dominated

g iving a 3:1 ratio in the F 2 •

Crossing spel t on common wheat, red chaff proved

dominant, giving a simple Mendelian segregat i on in the F 2 generat i on( Ma yer- Gme lin ,

61).
Fult z Mediterranean (white chaf f) when crossed on Harvest Kin g (r ed cha ff )
gawe red d ominant , the F2 segregating into a 3:1 ratio ,

However, when Tur key

Red wa s crossed with Har ves t King the F1 ge neration was al l red , t ho no t a s red
as the red parent ,

The F2 gave 1 r ed, 2 i ntermediat e , t o 1 whi te.

crmsses gave similar results ,

Re cripo cal

When Black Wint er Emmer, having a black o r pur plish

blmck c haf f, was crossed on Fultz Med i te rran e an the F l gave an intermediate inhe r-
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it ance, being mo r e of a mulat to bla ck.
va r ied ,
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The segregati on i n the F2 was somewhat

plants appeared wi t h red and brown chaff which was not visible in

eit her par ent.

Co nsidering t hose colored, regardless o f t h e colo r and t hose

without color t hey approached a 3:1 ratio(54).
r eported by t he Howards ( 50) of India .

Inc omplete dominance i a al s o

In five dif ferent crosses of red-

whi te-chaffed varietie s the F 1 was in t ermedia te in color.
1 whits.

The F 2 gave

a nd

3

red to

Afte r brown had proved dominant over yellowish- white in the F 1 ,

Tschermak (8 8 ) fail ed to obtain a clear-cut s e g regat i on in the F2.
Variations fr om t he normal 3:1 ratios are f"ew.

l.!ortensen ( 65 ) after a

s tudy of t h ree crosses -- Sevier x New Zealand, Sevier x Dicklow , and Sevier
x Li ttle Club -- r eports a ratio o f 9 r ed to 7 white in the F2 generation .
v ier was the red-c ha ff ed pare n t in each case.

Se -

Sep arating t he F 2 generation into

dark bronze, medium bror. ze, light bronze, and white fr om a white- bronze cross
Beach (7) reports a 9 :3:3:1 ratio.
In crossing durum on
for red and whi te.

corr~on

I n this cross two plants charac t er i s tic o f the wild type a p-

peared in the Fz seg re gates.
plallt produced p ro geny
white .

wheat Love and Craig( 59 ) re por t a 15:1 ratio

Seed fr om t h e se t wo p lants was sown and the one

that s e grega ted into an approximate 3 :1 ratio fo r red and

Nilsson-Ehle ( 68 ) obtained s imilar resu lt s when certain brown-

chaffed crosses were made .

and white-

The F2 .segregated into 15 brown t o 1 white .

He ex-

plain s his results on the a s sumption that bro wn color is the re s ult o f t wo s i milar
i ndep e nden t fact or o.
Inhe ritanc e of Head Shape .i nhe ritance of h ead shape.

Carman (l 6 ) is one of the first me n to report

Cro s s es between common vtheat and r ye ga ve he ads 7 inches

long , others s carc ely t wo inches long , a nd some with compound sp i kele t s in the F2
gen e ration .

The work o f Spillman, r eported by Hurs t( 5 1), is of int ere s t.

The worl<
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was done before the redi scovery of Mendel ' s paper.

Some 97 successful

crosses. were made involYin g T. comuactum arrl T. vulgare parents .
were intemediate and the F2 • s app roa ched a 1:2:1 ratio.

The F1 • s

Similar intermediate

inheritance vras obtain ed by Rimpau (73) from crossing lax and moder ately lax
heads ,

The F2 varied within the re spect ive par en tal ranges,

Crossing

clubbed and lax varieties of winter and s pr ing wheat gave a clubbed head intermediate in length in the Fl .
in l ength to 1 lo ng h ead .

The F2 se gregated into 1 clubbed, 2 clubbed intermediate
Homozygous intermediates did not appear in the F ,
3

thus indicat ing that the intermediate wae the hybrid and resegregates(34),

In-

complete dominance occurred wh e n Devon wheat, which has a lax head , was crossed
on Hedgehog, a clubbed wheat .

Crossing long and compact sorts on a short head

Wilson ( 92 ) reports an F1 slightly longer than the shorter parent; the Fz gave
a 3:1 ratio ,

He further stated that i t would be poss ible again to separate the

short group into very short and med ium long, the latter being trn hybrid.

Sim-

ilar results were obtained by Boshnakian (2a) whon lax and dense he ad types we re
cro s sed; the F1 was dense tho not as dense as the par ent,
ratio,

The F2 gave a 3:1

He concluded that only one factor is involved in trn produc tion of

density .

A s tudy of three crosses repo r ted by Mortensen(65) ind i ca tes an in-

termediate in t he F1•

The parents varied from c lubbed to lax.

The Fz's we re

classified into clubbed co mp act, medium club, long compact, and long loo se .

Cal-

culatiops (rom the number o f plan ts in each group gave a close approach to a
9:3:3:1 ratio.
Thus far, s i mp l e Mendelian segregations have been considered wherein
the domlitnan ce was incomplete.

The classification of t he material has been based

only on the visible appearances of t he head with no definite me as urements of
either parent o r o ff spring .

Biffen(9) and Parker(70a) attempted measurements

The Inheritance
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on head type in an effort to de t ermine the nature of inheritance.
made crosses between Square Head s Mas ter and Red Ki ng .
of the former averaged

Biffen(9)

The internode length

3. 2 and that of the latter 4. 6 w.m . The Fl gave an av-

erage internode len gth of 4.8 mm, wh ich was more lax than the lax parent .

The

F2's were divided into two classes: (1) those with an average internode length
less than 4.6 mm, md (2) those with an average intern ode length more t han 4. 6
mm .

On thi s basis the distribution approached very closely to a 3:1 ratio

f o r d e nse a nd lax.

!.!any of the plants gave more l ax heads than the lax parent,

but none app e a red more dense than the dense parent.
Rivet and Polish wheat the internode lengths were

5.8

the Fl g iving an intermediate length of
mm . in av erage internode length.

mm.

In another cross involving

3. 6 and 6.6 mm. ,re sp ectively,

The F2 ranged from 3.1 to 6.8

Grouping them into three classes(two like

par ent s and an intermediat e ) suggested a 1:2:1 ratio.
between club and moderately lax s orts.

Parker(?Oa) made crosses

Th e lax parents were of hybrid origin,

tho having bred true for s everal generations.

An attempt was made to separate

the F2 material from the one cross by visible ap pearance s into t wo types.
separation proved rath e r unsatisfactory.

It was found that

Thi s

plant s could not

be divided into definite groups as was first that, but they formed rather a cont inuous series varying from very lax to very dense.

The grouping when later

che ck ed in the F3 generation ga ve a clo se ap proach to a 3 :1 ratio.
As a res ult of the lack of satisfaction

encountered with the

r2

mat erial

o ! t he fir s t cross he decided to submit the mat erial from t he other cross to ac curate measurements by finding the internode len gth of the main til l ering spike
of each plant.
type.

The parent s consisted of a clubbed and mode rately lax-headed

Internode length of the club was from 1,9 to 2.5 mm., whil e that f o r t he

mode rately lax was from 3.9 to 5 . 1 mm .

Measur ement s of t h e Fl internode length

The Inheritance of Chaff Color, Head Shape, and Grain Texture in Wheat, --9.

were not obtained.

However, from photographs !l'ld data obtained it was appar-

ently an i ntermediate,
and 5 ,7 mm .
ing

The internode length of the F 2 raneed between 1 . 5

Types appeared even mo re lax and dense than either parent.

Jud g-

from the offspring of the F2 plants it was decided to consider the break

between homozygous and heterozygous types at about 3,7 mm, in length.

From

this point of division the ratio of dense to lax was 2.6:1.0, indicating a
s imple Mendelian ratio .

Parker(70a} goes on to s tat e that this seems 1P indicate

the mode of inheritance o f the t wo main divisi ons but does not account f or the
e xtreme lax and den s e he ads.

He further state s th at environment probably in-

fluences the internode length to a greater or less extent,
is given to substantiate this belief.

Considerable evidence

He finally concludes that internode

length is not a fine enough measurement in d et ermin ing density.
Int eresting re sults were obtained by Nilsson-Ehle which are reported by
Newman(65a),

In crosses between compact and squarehead (mid-dense) wheats ,he

obtained compact forms in the Fl, and the F2 segregat ed into compact, mid-dense, and
lax.

He explains his results on the assumption that compactum carries an "in-

hibiting" factor which is absent in the other parents used in the cross,
believes this factor is largely responsible
internode of this type.

He

for the extreme shor t ne ss of the

In the absence of this factor, compactum would become

one of the common open-headed wheats of the country .
wit h a square-headed so rt, the behavior

When compactum is crossed

is similar to the crossing of an open-

he aded sort with •squarehead, or some such sort with average density.

Some

haYe found that when crossing open-headed on squarehead s the open are dominant.

The F2 generation will be characterized by a majority of open heads.

By

crossing compactum on squarehead, the l ong open type prevails instead of the
squ areheads .
as follows :

This is explained by supposing t he main factor difference to be

The Inheritance of
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Compactum -- C C L1 L1 L2 L2
Squarehead --- c c l1 11 12 12
The C factor was considered to inhibit t he expression of t he lengthening
factors L1 and L2 which resulted in short internodes whenever C was present.
If a checke r board is constructed to show the possible combinations, it will
be seen that there are 64 possibilities,
48 comp act, 15 lax, and 1 squarehead.

Classifying the individuals gives

This accounts for the limited numbe r

of squareheads found by Nilsson-Ehle.
Mayer-Gmelin(61) suggests that Nilsson-Ehle's explanation will probably
account for the relatively few squareheads that appeared in the F2's from a
Compact x Squarehead, but does not account for t he appearance of more compact
individuals in the segregates than either parent.

Mayer-Gmelin{61) foum that

when Essex, one of the common wheats with compact heads, was crossed on spelt
with a lax he ad the F1 was intermediate in head length.

The F

2

gave plants

some of which were similar to the F , others as long as the spelt, and still
1
others actually more compact than the Essex parent.

In another cross wherein

both parent s wero lax, individuals appes.red in the F 2 with compact heads .
Contrary to the belief of Nilsson-Ehle that C is purely in hibiting and negative and the only action it exerts is to prevent the othe r factors from showing t heir e ffect, Mayer-Gmelin suggests that the factor C seems to exert a
direct determinative, positive action.

Results of t his nature have been s at-

i s factorily explained by the multiple factor hypothesis.
tors involved cannot accurately be determined.

The number of fac-

Nilsson-Ehle states that in

addition to the main factor differences there are other minor factors which
influence sp ike density and account for a wide range of homozygous forms{40).
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Ot hers have enco unter ed diff i culty in wo rki ng out t he inh eritance of s
squar eheadedness .
vulgare of rathe r

Rumker(71) f ound that when squareheaded types we re crossed on
~ ax- he ad

typ e, t he F2 populat i on was charac trized by varied

amounts of squareheads which vari ed i n degree.
domin ant over squareheads , tho when true
compact is dominant.

Kajanus(53) found lax heads

com~ act

is crossed on lax head s the

Crossing long and short h eads and open and oo mpact heads

t he mode of inheritance was ratm r irregular.

It was not always possible to

make very accurate classification on the F2 indiv iduals.

C~ s sing

Fultz

Mediterranean( dense head) on Black Winter Emmer(mid-dense head) the F2 generati on was rather varied.
rac~ises;

Some of the heads possessed long, loose, jointed

some close and compact; some clubbed; other intermediate.

Some

forms a pp eared with branching spikelets, others re sembled s pe lt, others wheat,
and som e emmer,

Certain forms of heads are always self -sterile, thus prevent-

ing further propagation(54),
It appears from the literature reviewed that many inv es tigators report
a simple Mendelian inheritance when true comp act and lax parents are crossed.
The compact type is dominant, but is not always completely s o, being more often an intermediate.

Occasionally when two lax-headed varieties are crossed

rather compact types appear in the F2 generati on.

\Jhen one parent is of the

square-headed sor t often complicated inheritance results,

Boshnakian(5) points

out that squareheadedness is the result of growth !actors , and he failed to obtain any defini te ratios in crosses invo¥ing a squareheaded parent.
Possibly the greatest factor contributing to the conflicting results obtained by the various investigators is the lack of standardization in the use
of terms.

For example, "squareheadedness" as used by one investigator might

be entirely different in the mind of another.
re sults are not comparable but only s uggestive,

Until terms are standardized
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Inheritance of Grain Texture .- Experiments have shown that Turkey wheat,
t h e most famous variety grown in the United States today, when taken out of the
wheat b elt and grown under more humid conditions lo ses it s quality as a breadmak i ng wheat.

Turkey is not the only variety that deteriorates; others have

dono likewise.

Is it not possible to produce a strain"'' variety of wheat that

will maintain its quality under the most adverse conditions!
draw

conc ~ us ions

If one were to

from literature written on the causes of wheat deterioration

he would surely feel doomed to be content with t h e sit uation as i t is now,

How-

e ver, wh en one reads of the results accomplished by plant breeders , is it not
possible to pro duce varieties with superior qualities under t he most adverse
cond itions!

A veview of the liter ature on this subject might give some light

on the nature of gr ain-texture inheritance.
Bryan and Pressley(l3) report that in a cross between Turkey and Sonora,
the F2 s egregated into a 1:2:1 ratio.

The two types of texture segrega ted s harp-

ly in the F 2 and have maintained their identity, sugg esting a fair indication of
a single-factor difference in the two degrees of texture,
been obtained by the Howards(50).

Similar results have

Crosses involving varieties(one of which was

so ft and opaque, t he other hard and translucen t) gave intermediate inheritance
in the F1•

The F 2 segregated into l soft, 2 semi-translucent, and 1 translucent.

Nitrogen determinations were made on some or the F2 plm ts.

There seemed to be no

relation between translucency and high nitrogen content -- both characters seem
to be inherited separately.

Results obtained from crossing Turkey and Jenkins

led Nightingale et al.(66) to conclude that the horny endosperm of Turkey~
transmitted as a unit character, t h e segregation taki ng place in the F2 generation,

Other crosses involving hard- and soft-grained

simple 3: l ratios for hard ani! soft in the F2 ( 7 , 65).

varieties have given
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To show what can be accomplished by persistent work and because of the
extreme importanc e of this charac ter, the work of Biffen and Humphries(ll)
and Freeman(29) will be given in some detail.
Farmers, millers, and plant breeders of England had long felt the need
of improving the bread-making qualities of English wheats and thus keep the
money at home t hat is spen t for importing hard wneats from the Un i ted States
and Canada to mix with the local weak-quality varieties,

Finally a committee

(known as t he Home-Grown Wheat Committee ) was appointed to inve s tigate the
situation.

A large number of varieties were import ed from variou s hard-grain

producing se ctions .

Among other varieties was the variety Fife from Canada,

lfhen tried in trial plots it was the only variety which retained its strength
when grown under English conditions.

It chief drawback was that it did not

yield nearly as well as local varieties .

This resulted in the crossing of Fife

and local high-yielding strains.
In certain of the crosses t he s tron g(meaning the ability to make good
bread) parent proved completely dominant over the s oft,
dominance was not complete, the F being intermediate.
1

In other crosses the
Li kewise, certain of the

F 2 gener ations gave clear-cut segregations into hard and soft, while others gave
hard and so ft as extremes wi th all grad ations between.
appeared hard had a few starchy fleck s .
few flecks of gluti nous patches,

Some of the kernels that

Still others that appeared soft had a

The s e flecked kernels proved to be hettlrzygous

in the F3, while the extremes of hard and soH were homozygous and bred true,
Many of t hese hard homo zy gous strains were sow n in plots the followin g year.
Baking te s ts were made o f the se s trains , and it was evident that s ome posses sed
the good bread-making quality of Fife, th e strong parent.

From t his they con-

cluded that s tren gh and lack of s tr engt h segregate in th e F2 generatio n in a similar manner t o morpholoeicnl characters (ll),
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Biffen and Humphries(ll) report another cross between Triticum polonicum
(P olish whe at) and Triticum t_!!rgidum(Ri vet wheat),
the nature

0

The purpose was to study

f ritrogen inheritance as found in wheat and find out if total ni-

trogen is an index to the bread-making quali ty of the wheat,

In general, it

has been shown that total nitrogen is us ual ly higher in s tro ng wheat than in
weak.

However, a strong wheat grown under adverse conditions may actually con-

tain less nitrogen the.n a weak wheat grown under favor able conditions.

If the

tot al nitrogen is an index to st ren gth it would eliminate the growing of large

a
quant ities of7large number of varieties for baking test s,

Polish wheat has an

unusually high nitrogen content; the grain is britt l e, translucent, and white,
Rivet wheat is a t ypical starchy, soft, mellow, red-kerneled wheat low in nitrogen.

The average nitrogen content is 2,2 e.nd 1,6_ per cent, respectively,

Fl generation the grah was uniformly brittle, translucent, end red,

In the

Nitrogen de-

terminations wer e not made of the F1 plants because they were grown at such wide
intervals,
trogen ,
a

From the appearance of the grain they judged it to be high in ni-

Seg regation for translucent and starchy occurred in the F

simp ~ e

Mendelian ratio, but the segregation was not cle11r-cut,

which were rather intermediate.

2

and approached

Plants appeared

This was rather unexpected as the parents had

r etained their respe ctive texture under similar conditions.
From nitrogen determinations made on the se F2 plants, ll was evident that
nitrogen contents of from 1,3 to 1,6 or from 2,2 to 2,6 marked with approximate accuracy the pure low or high plants,

The heterozygotes were intermediate in nitrogen

content end could be distinguished to a rather accur at ,e degree by analysis.
concluded that segregation of the different nitrogen percentages will
in t h e F2, it being possible to isolate t hem in the F ,
3

t~<e

They
place

Some or the homozygous

st r ains grown under rather preliminary tests have given promising yields,

They are

confident or producing strong high-yield ing wheats for English conditions by hybrid-
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izat ion .

Freeman(29) crossed macaroni wheat with high glute n content on S onora, a
good yielder but with a low gluten content.

The aim of the cross was to produce

a high mil l ing wheat for the warm clim at e of Ari zona ,
medi ate in texture.

The F1's were inter-

Classifi cation of the Fz population was difficult b e cause

of various grad ati ons in grain texture -- from a hard tran s l ucent kernel simA

ilar to the macaroni paren t to a s oft opaque t exture of the so ft parent.
classification was attempted into hard, soft, e.nd intermediate,

The F

3

gener-

ation bore out t he classification to a r easonable de gree, that is, hard- g rain
plants in t he Fz gave only hard and i ntermed iate in the F3, while p lanta selected with so ft grai n from the Fz gave so ft and i ntermediate in the F3.
termediates s el ec ted fro m the Fz gave all class es in the F •
3

In -

From the rati o s

obt aine d in t his cross, Free man suggests an explanation by the a pp earance of t wo
fa ctor s controlling the relative proporti ons of glut en and st arch in the endosperm of the \Vheat cross s tu died.

The factors show incompl ete domin ance over

their ab sence and appe ar to be accumulative in their effect.
In this cro ss Freeman classified t he grain into three types: (1) true
hard kernel s , (2) true soft kernels, and (3)

yellow berry or spotted kernel s .

True hard kernels are di st i nguished by the translucent character of the l<B rnel,
According to Freeman ( 29) it is due to the ratio between glut en and starch .

1fhen

this ratio i s high th e cell contents are cemented together solidly as the grain
dries out in ripening.
ure.

This gives t hem a hard, glassy, semi-tran sparent text-

When the gluten is sufficiently low the cells on drying out at ripening

time are not entirely cemented together and air fill s in the uncemented cells
giving the soft , star chy , opaque appearan ce.

Thin cross-sections of wheat ker-

nels were p r epare d by cutting and furt her ground wi th a h one.

When e xamined under

the microscope the spots i n the yellow-berry kern e ls were made up of flake s , whereas
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tho se of the true soft wheats are diffused,
sensitive to environmental

conditior~s,

Yellow-berry spots are very

while true soft is not so sensitive .

Fre eman concludes that the genetic factors governing the appearance o t yellow
berry are apparently distinct from those governi ng true softness.

Tho yellow

berry is very sensitive to environmental influences, yet controlled experiments
ind icate that genetic factors,for a gr eater or less degree of sensitiveness,
are inherited as definitely as other factors governing qualitative characters.
From a review of the literature it appears that grain texture as
reported by many investig ators is a simp le Mendelian character .

Certain in-

vestigators report hard to be dominant; others report soft to be dominant; whereas others report an intermediate inheritance in the F1 ,

When species crosses

are made i t often complicates the inheritance as found by Freeman(29).
evidence indicates the possibility of producing

straL~s

The

by hybridization that will

retain their strength under rather adverse environmental conditions.

llie might

c onclude by stating the words of Biffen: "Mendel's law of inheritance applies
to morphological, histological, and constitutional characters,and one can proba bly recognize as many pairs of charactero as there are minute differences between the Val'ieties experim ented with" ,
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENl'
As previously stated , the cross was made by Professor Stewart in
the s ummer of 1920,

The data concerning the cro s s up to the F

2

generation were

furni s hed by him .
It is known that wheat belongs to a group of plants which are norma lly self-fertilized except in rare cases.

The erose is made at about the time

t he ovaries are sufficiently mature and before the anthers have brokwn.

All but

tlle outer florets of eight o r ten of the centra l spikelets are removed,
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upper and lower spikelets are cut off with shears,

The central floret of each

spikelet is removed by grasping it near the top with forceps and pulling downward.
The forcep s are t hen carefully pushed b e t ween t h e lelllll8. and palea and the flower
opened.

The three stamens are then removed, care being taken not to break open

t he anthers lest self-fertilization result.

When all the stamens are removed

pollen from t h e other parent is secured and shaken on the stigmas in each floret.
They shou ld be obtained from anthers that have turned yellow but not broken.

Usu-

ally a single anthe r is placed in a floret that has jus t dehisced or is just ready
shaking
to. When many crosses are to be made time may often be saved by7small portions
of pollen on the stigma. After all the emasculated florets are pollinated, the
head is wrapped up with a l eaf from the wheat plant and labeled.

When the grain

i s mature t he heads ar e broken off and reserved until the next planting Ieason.
At the time of plant ing the grain was planted in rows two feet apart, with
t he kernel s about a foot and a half apart in the row.

This g ave each plant ample

room for t i l l ering, with a maximum production of seed for sowing the next season.
Planting was done on the college f a rm east of the windbreak.
Wh en t he grain was mature it was harvested and taken to the laboratory.
material constituted the Fl generation.
generation.

This

Detailed ·notes were not obtained on this

Thus the texture o ! the gra in in the F1 generation is not known.

However, t he chaff was bronze s imilar to the Hard Federation parent,
rather dense a nd slightly enlarged(clubbed) at the apex.
apex i s charact e ris tic of the Dic klow parent.
saved for t he next season ' s planting.
in a small sack and

beat~

The heads were

Thi s enlargement at the

Later, the hea ds were threshed and

The threshing was done by placing the heads

t he grain ou t .

The chaff was removed by placing the oo n-

tents of the sack into a sieve and holding it over an electric fan; the
lighter than the g r a in , t h e two were readily s eparated.

em ff

being
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At planting time the seed from the Fl plants were sown in rows about two
and a half fee t apart with 3 or 4 inches between kernel s .

Ju st before harvest

t he plan ts which now constitute th e F2 generation were turned over to me, as
previous ly stated.

Counts were made of the total number Qf plants in the tield
An attempt was als o made to

to see if there was any indication o f sterility.

study the height of plant s , but t he s oil was too het e rogeneous to permit such
a study.
After heading when count s were being mad e, it was notic ed that a r at her large
number of dwarf plants occurred .

They appeared like bunches of grass

sending up a few spindly culms, while others failed to head out at all.

some
Many of

the spikes produced kernels , th o many wer e shrunken and immature; ot her s failed
to produce seed at all.

s ome of the plants had red chaff, others

some could not be determined for color because of immaturity.
immaturity an accurate classification of these dwarf

white, and

Because of t his

plants was impossible.

All the F2 plants were harvested by pulling up the entire plant.
were grouped int o various classes f or genetic data.

These

Out o f t hese groups plants

were selected for the next season's planting.

EXPERI MENTAL RES ULTS
From t he description of t he parents the chief distinguishing differences
are chaff color 1 h ead sh ap e , and gr ain text ure.

Before a dis cussion as to the

mode of inheritance of t hes e characters a co nsideration will be given to the
dvrarf plan ts t hat appeared in the F2 and F3 generations.

Both parents are tall

and the appearance of dwarf plants (rangi ng in height fro m 10 to 16 inches) was
rather unexpected.
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Fig.l.

Shovring the parents. Herd Federation on t he left md Dickla< on t he
right with dwarf plants between
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counts were made of the total number of plants growing in the fiel d .
Only the tall plants were harvested and counted.

By subtracting the number of tall

plants harvested from the total f ield count it was possible to obtain the approximate number of dwarf plants.

Table 1 shows the r elation sh ip between tall and

dwarf pl ant s .
Table 1. The number oft all and dwarf plants that app eared in the F2
generation

Tall Plants

'Ectal Plants

4170

5514

,·

4136

Theoretical

..
..

Dwarf Plants

Ratio

1344

..

3.02

0 .98

1378

..

3.0

1.0

From a study of the e.b ove table a close a pproach to a 3:1 ratio for
tall and dv1arf plants is evident.

With the little data at hand it is i mpossible

to formulate any explanation for the

~pearance

of these dwarf plants.

accidental and just happen to ap proach a 3:1 ratio!

Are they

Or do they follow certain

definite laws!
The data obtained from t he F
view.

Certain tall plants

t all and dwarf in t he ..F

3

selec~ad

3

generation s eem to substantiate the latter

from the Fz generation again segregated into

generation:

Counts were made of each.

Table 2 gives

1n

the tall and dwarf plants eppearini7the F3 segregates.
Table 2.

Total Plants
1433
Theoreti cal

The number of tall and dwarf plants that appeared in
generation

..

..

Tall Plants

..

ll25

..

1076

308

..
..
..

3.1

0,9

359

..

3.0

1.0

Dwarf Plants

Ratio
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The results of the F generation as presented in the above,table seem
3
to at firm the data obtained in the F2 generation.

Unfortunately, seed from th e

dwarf plants was not pl anted, so t he behavior in later gen erations is not known.
Oth e r crosses involving the Federation wheats have given similar results, sugges ting that it plays no small part in producing dwarf plants.

A more detailed in-

ve s tigation of t hese dwarf plants is necessary before any plausible explanation
is possible.
From an economic poin t of view the inheritance o f head shape and chaff
color is possibly of little importance, but from a scient ific point of view it
is of great importance.

A knowledge of the inheritance of these characters might

suggest the nature of inheritance in other more economically i mportant characters.
Grain texture, however, i s of vital i mportance both from an economic and genetic
point of view.

Economically, it i s of importance to t he farmer, the miller,and

the consume r; genetically, it is of in t erest and i mportance to the plant breeder.
Inheritance of Chaff Color.a cters in the classificat ion of wheat.

Chaff color is one of the major charUsually a mature plant will develop the

color c haracteristic of the variety, tho und er adverse conditions, s uch as
drouth, the color may be modified to a certain extent.

The parents reported in

this cross are characterized one by bronze and the other by white chaff.
r efers to sort of a reddish-brown color.

Bronze

White refers really t o a yellowish-white.

Grouping the F2 and F3 generations in re spec t to color resulted in t wo
groups : (1) all plants displaying any tinge of reddi sh-brown made up the group
de s i gn ated as bronze, (2) all plants lacking t his color formed t he group designated as white.

The number in each group is given in Table 3.
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Table

3, Number of plant s with bronze and white chaff in the r 2 gen erat ion
··--~~~----~C~h~a~f~f--~~~~~-----..
Total Bronze
To tal White

To tal Plants
4173
Theoretical

..
..

Ratio

3076

1097

..

2.95 1 . 05

3130

1043

..

3.0: 1;0

An approach to a simpl e Mend el ian ratio is s hown by the a bo ve table .

Prob-

ably only a single factor difference for co lor is involved.
Theo r e tically, provided the grouping was accurate, the 1097 plants in the
white group are recessive for color and &!auld breed true for white in the
eration,

One-th i rd of t h e 3076 in the g roup are ho mo zy gous for colo r and should

br eed true in the r
gat e .

r 3 gen-

3 ; t h e other two-th ird s are heterozy gous and will again segre-

The data obt ained in the F3 generation verify this expectation to a ratm r

accurate degree.
Becaus e o f the extreme rate in wh i ch wheat propagat es i ts elf by the production of seed , it is practically impossible to grow all the progeny of t he r 2
g ene ration in separate
p lanting .

re v~.

Consequently, only 279 plant s wer e selec ted f o r

r~

The grain fr om each p lant was s eeded s eparately in rows 1 5 feet l ong

with a 2- foo t space between rows .
As expected , many o f the r ows showed s e g re gation for co lor in t he
erati on,
~hi s

r3

gen-

Twenty-two of these rows were agai n classified into bronze and white.

classification is p rese nt e d in Table 4,
Table .4 .

Numbe r of plants with bronze and white chaff in the

..
Total Plants
3461
Th eo retical

..

..
..

Chaff
Bronze

White

2530

931

2596

865

r

3

..
..
..
..

segregate

Ratio
2.9:1.1
3.0:1,0
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Fro m a s t u dy o f the above table the distribution in e a ch group s bows a
close ap pro ach t o a 3:1 ratio.

This is in agreement with the results obtained

from a cla ss i fi cat ion of the F 2 gen eration.

Chaff color is quite a s table char-

acter, and a mat ure plant grown under average condition s will u s ually express
t h i s c h a ract e r, p rovid e d the herditar y

qualities are p resent.

f or c ol o r was rat her easy , and when ch ecked by the F
ac curat e.

Thus a s eparation

3 generat i on p rov ed quite

Only three plants selected as white turned out to be bronze.

Those

s elect e d a s bro n ze gave a lmo st e xactly on e-third bronze and t wo-t h irds res egr etated.
I n c onclus i on it ap p ears t h at t h e inheritance of chaff color, as det e rmin ed, i s in agree ment with re s ul t s obtained by mo s t investigators.
Inh eritance o f Head Shape.one c ulm.

The head is the entire inflores ence on

It is more o ft en sp ok en of in l it erature as the s p ike, and occasion-

al ly i t is designated as the ear.

Po s sibly no other charact e r in wheat varieties is

qu i te s o vari able as that of head s hape.

Thi s doe s not refer to the influence of en-

v i r nomen t(tho t h at plays an i mportant part) but to the charact er i stic head types
of differe nt varietie s .

The parents in this cross differ in h ead shape .

Hard

F ed erat ion has an oblong rather dense head, while Dicklow possesse s a head that
is rather co mp act a nd enlarged at t h e apex which is spoken of as a clavate head.
The F 2 plant s were grouped into ~no class es -- one de s i gnated as clubbed (which was
not a true c l ub, bu t only enlarged at the apex and included various degrees of den&ity), and a second class which included all others and designated as lo ng

loose .

Thin a gain, i s a mi s l ead i ng term as the true differentiation was the clavate charact e r

a'M.ad-a~
i -+11~•••-*'~·~
~~~~~~~f~Ww~a~·~
· i~)o,.,

ive by the t e rm "lon g loose",

and not t he degree of density , as is suggest-

The distribut ion obt ained in each group from this

c lassifica ti on i s giv en in Table

5.
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Table

5.

Distri bution of plants with clubb ed and lon g,loo s e heads in
the F 2 generation

To tal Plants
4173
Theoretical

..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..

Heads
Clubbed

~ng,

3413
3130

loose

760
1043

Ratio

J ..2 7:: 0,, 73
3!0: 1,0

The data in the above table include all the plants in the F 2 generation
which originally came from 17 cross-fertilized flowers using the same parents
in all cases.

The t a ble shoV!s a wide variation from the exp ected ratio.

A

study was made of the progeny of each original cross with the that that pas s ibly a sl ight variation in the parents might complicate the results expressed
on the total basis; or that certain original cros s es tended to produce a higher
per cent of plants with the clavate head character than others.
the progeny in the F2 and F

3

By comparing

genenations that originally came from the same

cro ss it might give some light on t he question.

The data from the F

3

genera-

ti on were obtain ed only from those rows segregating for this charact er.

This

relat ionship is given in Table 6,
Table 6,

Cross No.
l
~

5

6
7

8
9
10
13
14
15
16

..
..
..

..
..
..

......
..
..

..
..
..

Showing the relationship between the ratio of clubbed t o
lon g , loose obt a ined in the F 2 generat ion to the per cent
of clubbed obtained in t he F3 generation from each original cross

fatio of Clubbed to Long Loose in

Per cent of Clavate in

F

5.2:1
2.9:1
8. 7:1
3.1:1
2.1:1
4.9:1
5.8:1
4.3:1
9.0:1
5.6:1
7.3:1
4.0:1

F

15.9
29,0
45.6
0
0

30 .0
4.5
24.1
24.8
22.4
34.7
9.0
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The above table seems to ind i cate that WbeBver there was a wide ratio
between cl ubbed and long loose in the F2 , clubbed plants appeared in the F

3•

Howeve r, they do not always appear in proportion to the width of the ratio,
t ha t i s , when the progeny of a cross gives a high ratio of clubbed to long
loo s e i n the F2, a proportionately high ratio does not necessarily follow betwe e n the

t ~o

cha r ac ters in the

F3

generation.

From the little data obtained

it appe ar s that the environment, as pointed out by Boshnakian(5), plays a very
important part in the modification of this character .
by field obser vations.

This is also borne out

Rows that app eared to be breeding t r ue for an oblong and

rath er dense h ead typ e gave one or two distinctly

c~avate

heads at the end of the

ro w vrhe re it h ad an advan t age because of extra feeding area, as between each belt
of rows tre re was a 3-foot alleyway.

Heads on these same plants exhibited a great

variation in res p ect to this cha racter, some not so fully mature often la eking the
character entirely.

The Dicklow variety when growing under favorable conditions

develops a large majority of the heads with this clavate character, but while
growing under adverse condi t ions few clavate heads appear .

(See Picture on next

pe.p;e.)
Fr01n an examination of the F

3

generation and results obtained in the F2 ,

it was decidedjto classify the heads into three groups: ( 1) Those that displayed
the clavate charac t er constituted one group and were designated as long comoact

~j

(2) those that were long and compact but not clavaufere designated as

long compact; and
group.

(3)

the others which were long and loose

constituted the other

These terms are more descriptive of t he t r ue head type in each group.

The

r es ults obtained on the long compact clavate group have been presented in connection
with t he F2 data, so it will not be necessary to re-consider them here.
migh t be stated that no definite segr egations took place in the F
gard to this character.
type, others only a few.

3

However, it

generation in re-

Some roVTs displayed quite a large number of plants of this
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\

Fig. 2.

Head fr oo a singl e plant showing the variation ih regard to
t h e clavate character(clubbed) at t he apex

The long compa ct and long loose head characters are more stable, and definit e s egregation seems to take place.

The fo l lowing table sh ows the distribution

in each of the groups obtained from a classification of the F3 generation,
Table 7, Showing the relation of long compact to long loose in the F
3
segregates
Total Plants

1175
Theoretical

..

..
..
..

Long Compact

894
882

Long Loose

281
293

..
..

Ratio

..
..

3_,04:0.96
3:1
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The data presented in the above table w!'retaken only from those segregating for these characters in the F3 generation.
the

It ap pears from a study of

table that these characters follow Mendelian principles.
In conclus ion, the data seem to indicate that t·he clavate head type is

influenced to s uch a degree by environment that no definite
able,

rati o ~

are obtain-

However, a more t horo study of this character in later generations is neces-

sary to substantiate or disprove the conclusions thus far drawn.

Long compact

and l ong loose head types appear to be much more stable under varying influences
and follow rather closely to a simple Mendelian ratio.
Inheritance of Grain Texture.-

Probably no other character in wheat is

influenced by environment to such a degree as

grain~xture.

made to find some easily determined character that
quality.

~

Attempts have been

correlated with bread-making

As yet this has not been successful, tho in general a good br ead wh eat

is characterized by a hard translucent grain with a rather high percentage of nitrogen and gluten with proper proportions of gliaden an:! glutenin in the gluten.
Texture, as us ed in t his thesis, refers only to the degree of hardness.
This was determined by cutting with a pocket knife or biting several kernels from
two or three of the better developed heads on the plant.

The hard kernels were

relatively hard and translucent, whereas the soft kernels were opaque and starchy.
According to the U, S . grain standards the grain from the Hard Federation
parent normally grades as hard white, tho under unfavorable conditions it may
grade soft white.

Dicklow

aways

grades soft white. The bread-making quality

of each parent has been determined,

That of Hard Federation is superior to Dick-

low, probably greater than the degree of hardness between the t wo parents.
An attempt was mede to classify the F

hard and soft.

2 generation into two g r oups --

The segregation was not clear- cut by any means .

Various grada-
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tions prevailed between very hard end translucent to soft and chalky,

The decision

as to hard and soft was based possibly more on kernel translucency than on the degree of
hardness.

In attempting to determine hardness, it is extremely difficult to know

just where to draw the line between hard and soft.

The grain from the plants

just brought in from the seedhouse, where it was stored , to the laboratory was much
easier to cut or chew than the same grain after being in the warm laboratory a few
days.

This was probably due to cons iderable extent to a difference in moisture con-

tent ,
Hard kernels seemed to predominate, and from a study oflliis generation
alone one would have concluded that hard was dominant(tho possibly not completely),
rather tending toward an intermediate.

Fortunately, in hybridization work later

generations provide an excellent check on the conclus ion s drawn from a study of the
F2 generation.

From a study of the progeny of 279 F2 plants grown in the F3 genera-

tion it seems quite evident that the classification of the F2 material was anything
but a true classification.

The following table gives the nature of inheritance for

thos e planted a s hard and soft selected from the F2 generation and checked in the

F3 generation,
Table 8.

Percentage of those planted as hard and soft, breeding true and
re-segregating in the F generation

3

F2' s Planted as
Hard
soft

..
..

..

..

Per cent Breeding True::Per cent Segre-:Per cent in Fa
sort
Har
::gated in Fa
in F3

13.7
36.8

..
..

79.5

63.2

6.8
0

A cons i deration of the data presented in the above table indicates that it
was impo ss ible to differentiate be tween kernels that were hard because of heredity
and those that were hard because of environment.

Assuming hard to be dominant and
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differing from soft by a siKgle factor by the law of chance, we should expect
2,er cent
one-t hir d, or 33-1/3/of those plant ed as hard, to be homozygous and breed
true for hard in the F3 generation.
again s egre gate in the F3 generation.

Two -thirds, or 66-2/3 per cent, should
Comparing these percentages with those

of the above table, only 13.7 per cent of those planted as hard bred

true for

hard as compared to 33-1/3 per cent as was expected; 79.5 per cent segregated as
compared to 66-2/3 per cent; 6.8 per cent of all t hose planted as hard actually
bred true for soft in the F3 generation.
Let us now consider those planted ae so ft.

In this

a~.se,

assuming soft

as dominant, likewise we should expect 33-1/3 per cent to be homozygous and
breed true in the F3 generation and 66-2/3 per cent to again break up.

ComJB r-

ing this with the percentages given in the table, one observes a very close
approach to what was expected.
From the data presented in the above table one would not be . Jntirely
justified in concluding which character v:as dominant.

However, from a study

of those segregating for hard and soft in tre F3 generation the above conclusions seem to be justified .

The distribution o! plants with hard and soft

grain is given in Table 9,
Table 9,

Distribution of plants wi th hard and soft gtain in the F
3
generation

Total Plants
4285
Theoretical

..
..
..
..

Grain
3242
3214

In classifying the hard and soft in the F
seemed rather clear-cut.

Hard

Soft

1043
1071

3

..

..

..

..

Ratio
3.1:0,9
3 . 0:1,0

generation, the segregation

The plants of this generation were grown rather thi!k

in rows with a 2- foot sp ace between rows and not spaced in the row like those of the
F2 generation.

Soil condi tio ns were also more uniform.

This mig ht have som e in-
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f .L uence on developing plants more typical of average field conditions.

As in-

dicated by the table, the segregation approaches a 3:1 ratio, with soft dominant.
Di-

So far the inheritance of a single character has

and Tri-hybrid.-

be en considered,

One of the principles of Mendel's law is that each character

is inherited as a unit; otherwise, normal Mendelian segregation wil l not occur
except as tva characters are completely linked when the segregation would be
typical of a mono-hybrid.

However, linkag e was not known in Mendel's day.

Since the mechanism upon which the di-nybrid operat es is well-

It will be recalled t hat the parents

known, it i s unne ces sary to restate it.
differed in three characters.

Th us , •we may consider each cmracter separately

-- or consider two or even t hree characters together.

A consideration of t\¥o

characters together is given in Table 10.
Table 10.

Total Plants
4173
Theoret ical

Distribution of the F2 generation from a cross wherein the
parents differed in two characters, viz., color and head
shape

..

..
..

..

Red

Clubbed
White

2513
2345

900
783

..
..
..
..

Lo ng

Red

White

563
783

197
261

..
..

..

..

Ratio
9.6:3.4:2.3:0.8
9.0:3.0:3.0:1.0

There is a slight approach to the normally expected 9:3:3:1 ratio.

Frorn a

previous discussion on head shape it was noted that a wide ratio petween clubbed
and long loose prevailed; consequently, the results presented in the t abl e are expected after knowing the behavior of the clubbed heads.
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Table 11. Number of plants obtained in each group from the F segre3
gates when two ch ar acters are considered, viz ,, long
compact, bronze, and whi te; and lo ng loose, bronze and
white

..
Total P !ants

..

1175
Theoretical

..

..

Long Como act
White
Bronze
628
657

Here again, the ratios approach
hybrid

cross.

266
219

..

Lon ~:

..

Bronze

..
..

203
219

..
..

Lo ose
White
78
73

..

..

Ratio

8.6:3.6:2. 8:]
9.0:3.0:3.0 : ]

the theoretic al expectation of a normal di-

The long compact whi t e group contains a few too many for that

class which should have fallen in the long compact bronze group theoretically.
t he
Except for th ose !ew7results would have be en quite in agreement with the expected,
Theoretically the long whites are recessive and should breed true for t he
two characters concerned .

One-third of the long red should bre ed true, t he othe r

two-th irds re-segregating in the F into a 3:1 ratio for color.
3

Likewis e , one - third

of the clubbed wh ite breed true and t wo- thirds break up into a 3:1 ratio !or head
type; the color which is reces sive will be constant .

0! t he clubbed red plants,

one-ninth will be homozygous and breed true ; t wo-n i nth s will be homozygous for
clubbed head but hete rz ygous for color and will segregate into a 3:1 ratio for
color; t wo-rinths will be homozygous for co lor and he terzygous for clubbed and will
therefore segregate into a 3:1 ratio for clubbed . The remai ning f our-ninths will be
hete r zygous for both characters and conse quently wi ll segregate into a 9:3:3:1 ratio.
Thus hybridization pr ovides a means of obtaining any combination o f characters des ired, provided the parents possess the charact e r s .

No definite study was made

of the F3 generation to see if the percentages ap proached the t heoretical.

Ho wever,

from an examination of t he rows in the fiel d , it was evident t he above pheno menon was
taking place .

Some rows were apparently breeding thu s for one character and s egre-

gating for o.t hers; a few bre eding true for all characters but one, which was again
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segrega t ing; and s till others breeding true for all characters visible.

In fact,

it was possible to obtain' individuals with any combination of visi ble cha racter
poss e s sed by the parents.
Becau s e of the complications that arose all three characters of the F 2 will
not be considered together.

\fe shall now turn to a consideration of three char-

acters studied together in the F

3 generation.

Considering all the rows that seg-

rega "ed for all three _characters in the F3 generation it is possible to compare the
results with a theoretical exp ectation for a normal tri-hybrid cross.

The follow-

ing table shows t he distribution in each group.
Table 12.

The distribution in each group when three characters are involved
in a cross, viz., chaff color, head shape, and grain texture

Bronze
White
::Long Compact . . long Leo se • • long Comoact •• Long lo ose
Total Plants:: Soft
Hard •• Soft
Hard:: So ft
Hard ::Soft
Hard

644
Theoretical

•. 246
•• 270

75 . . 115
90 ..

90

39 . •
30 . •

87
90

31
30

38
30

13
10

Considering only the limited number of plants involved in the above calcula-

a

tion it appears quite evident that each of the three characters considered
cl.aracter

i nherited independently of the ,othere.

is7 unit

Certain of these plants are homo-

zygous for all characters e.nd breed true in later generations .

Others are homozygous

for t wo characters and heterzygous for the others and will thu s re-segregate for that
character in later generations .

Still others are homozygous for one character and

heterozygous for two characters and wil l segregate in the next generation .

Certain

ot her plants are he terzygous for all characters and should segregate for all characters into an approximate rat io of

£1:1:1:1:~:1:~:1.
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r.
B

Fig. 3.

Showing the parents, the F 1 , e.nd the clas sification of the F3
generation into three head types. "B" indicates bronze chaff
and "b" indicates white chaff.

GENERAL CCNCLUSIONS
The pur pose o f the cro ss was to combine the high-yielding power of Dicklow
wi t h the go od bread-making qualities of Hard F ederation.

This has not been def-

ini tely accomplished as yet, tho s everal of the strain s that are apparently
breeding true look promising ,

Certain ones po s se ss a grain texture equal, i f not

superio r, to t hat of Hard Federati on .

The yield has not yet been d etermined as

t his is t he first year pure s trai ns occurred ,

Some single rows t his year gave

The Inheritance of Ch!' ff Color

very promis ing yields.

1

Several

data on yield will be available,

Head Shape

sea~ons

1

and Grain Texture in Wheat, -- 34.

are necessary before any significant

After next year ' s harvest sufficient grain

will be available for baking tests \Ohi ch will provide a true check as to the

ability of the grain to make good bread.
My problem was especially concerned with working out the genetic
data ,

This constituted a study of the F2 and r

3 generations. The appear-

ance of dwarf plants in the F2 generation was rather unexpected.
of thei r occurrence seems to follow definite hereditary laws,

The nature

The inherit-

ance of the clavate character is influenced to such a degree by environment
that expected Mendelian ratios were upset ,

Chaff c?lor, grain texture, and

the long compact head type all seem to be unit characters and are inherited
independently.

Grain texture, tho heritab le , was influenced to such a de-

gree by environment that a classification of the F2 material proved inaccurate,

A study of the F3 generation served as a check on the r

2

generation,

This study brought out clearly the misconception concerning the inheritance of
hard grain,

The study further indicated that chaff color, the long compact

head , and grain texture are s imple Mendelian characters inherited in a Mendelian fashion,
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